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The purpose of this paper is to give a comprehensive overview of the impact investment
field. Impact investing is on the rise as it allows one to receive financial returns while also attending to some of our largest social and environmental problems. To give a proper review, this paper
discusses the current state of impact investing, the six dimensions that compose impact investing,
the Framework of Action based on impact investment research, recommendations to enhance the
field of impact investing, and case studies which detail real examples of impact investments. Since
impact investing is relatively new, reports like this one are crucial in order to explain impact investing, and encourage more investors to become involved.
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Introduction

son, Thronley, 2011). The funds are the
equalizer, or the medium that acquires
the high capital from the investors, and
then disperses it to the companies that
need it, in order to help these investees
reach their social impact goal. The investors provide capital to funds. Impact investors are a diverse group of
individuals and institutions, who utilize business models through investment strategies in order to support
new solutions to social and environmental problems (Rodin & Brandenburg, 2014). Investors may include:
individuals, development institutions,
philanthropic foundations, governments, banks, as well as other organizations. Furthermore, some investors
have a financial-first intent, which
means their primary goal is the financial return, while other investors have
an impact-first intent, which means
their main goal is to have a social or
environmental impact (Rodin & Brandenburg, 2014). Impact investors also
differ by the size of their funds and
their appetite for investment risk
(Rodin & Brandenburg, 2014). The investees are the recipients of capital
from funds. These are the companies
being invested in who are attempting
to make a social or environmental
difference through various businesses
(Clark, Emerson, Thronley, 2011).
Along with the three stockholders,
there are also two innovations: platform innovation and financial innovation. Platform innovation is the “tool”
that gives the investors the means to
come up with the capital. The financial
innovation is the “tool” that gives the
investors the means to provide the
capital to the investees. (Clark, Emerson, Thronley, 2011).

Social impact investments are
investments made with the dual objective of generating positive social and
environmental impact, while also
achieving financial returns (Rodin &
Brandenburg, 2014). Because impact
investments are made with an expectation of financial return, they are different from philanthropy. Therefore, impact investing is unique in that these
investments can pursue financial returns while also addressing social and
environmental issues (Bugg-Levine &
Emerson, 2011). There is no suggestion
for impact investing to replace typical
philanthropy like donations and grantgiving; however, in order to solve the
increasingly complex social and environmental challenges we face, there is
a need for more investors to take this
dual approach to investing (Rodin &
Brandenburg, 2014). In both emerging
and developed markets, impact investing is made to better its targeted locations. Impact investing enables limited
public resources to gain higher
amounts of private capital in order to
be utilized to solve social and environmental problems (The Rockefeller
Foundation, 2011).Therefore, impact
investing to assist development
spurred from the recognition that solely donating to governments and nonprofits will not create long-term economic growth or a drastic reduction of
poverty (bugg-Levine & Emerson,
2011). With impact investing, funds are
dispersed to vulnerable people themselves, for example, through loans or
money for their businesses. While single donations can only last so long,
impact investing provides continued
support to projects that are working to
Although impact investing
help those in poverty achieve financial
has
seen
continued growth, there are
independence.
still many challenges and necessary
There are three stockholders in improvements. Impact investing
Impact investing: the funds, the inves- leaves an investor with many questors, and the investees (Clark, Emertions, such as: which practices can give

the best outcome, what strategies are
the best to use, and how can one
achieve optimal performance. With
that in mind, impact investing is still a
fairly new concept. Although the concept is very clear, impact investment is
viewed as “an evolving and different
animal,” which many are still unsure
how to tackle, since there is not a wide
range of information available on the
subject (Clark, Emerson, & Thronley,
2012). Therefore, continued research
on this field and papers like this one
are vital, so that more can learn about
impact investment, which will hopefully create more impact investors.

Impact Investing Today
Both the impact investment
field and community have seen rapid
growth (Rodin & Brandenburg, 2014).
In fact, the amount of impact investment capital has gone up steadily,
along with the amount of products and
platform for investors (The Rockefeller
Foundation, 2012). Possibly the first
form of impact investing is microfinance, which involves making small
loans to the world’s poorest people in
an attempt to eradicate poverty (Rodin
& Brandenburg, 2014). This practice
began in Latin America and Bangladesh during the 1970s and 1980s. In
2006, microfinance gained global attention when Muhammad Yunus was
awarded with a Nobel Prize, which
attracted even more impact investors
(Rodin & Brandenburg, 2014). The continued rise of microfinance also portrays the substantial growth of impact
investing, as microfinance has assisted
more than 100 million clients with
more than $50 billion in loans (BuggLevine & Emerson, 2011).
Furthermore, the trend of impact investment has continued to substantially grow since its introduction to
the field. In fact, the financial crisis of
2008 led to the largest impact invest-
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ments ever made (Rodin & Brandenburg). As of 2011, about 60 new impact
funds were created, which is approximately double the amount created in
2010, and approximately triple the
amount created in 2009 (Clark, Emerson, Thronley, 2011). According to JP
Morgan and Global Impact Investment
Network (GIIN), Impact investing is
predicted to grow 12.5% to reach $9
billion in 2013 (J.P. Morgan, 2013).
However, a gap still exists between the
demand for funds and the philanthropic resources available. In upcoming decades, Generation X and Millenials could inherit up to $41 trillion from
Baby Boomers. Unlocking even a small
amount of this capital would dramatically increase the resources available to
address the world’s biggest social and
environmental problems, with assistance from impact investing (Rodin &
Brandenburg, 2014).

public goods by governments and
nonprofits, would also be promising
for impact investors (Bugg-Levine &
Emerson, 2011). Furthermore, it is essential for there to be more organizations with global networking and partnerships in developing countries (The
Rockefeller Foundation, 2012). For future impact investment, research finds
that six areas most promising for impact investors are: health care, affordable housing in emerging markets, education, agriculture, distributed utilities,
and restructured social spending
(Bugg-Levine & Emerson, 2011).

Six Dimensions of Impact Investing

tal. In order to make it possible to proceed in placing and managing capital,
there is a need for the production of
more products for large investors to
invest in, and to strengthen existing
products with a main focus of creating
social stock and exchanges.
The next dimension is regarding the demand for capital. As of right
now, there is still a high demand for
investment-ready projects needed in
its targeted areas. In order to overcome
the lack of investment-ready projects,
there needs to be a larger variety of
ideas beyond microfinance and affordable housing.

Furthermore, the dimension of
assessing impact is the most active arAfter conducting research in
ea of impact investing. Although it has
the impact investment field, the Rockenot yet been perfected, impact investfeller Foundation (2012) examined the
ment has made many gains due to the
field’s progress over the past four
simple fact that there are tools to measyears in terms of six main dimensions
ure the social, environmental, and fiof the impact investing industry. Renancial performance of various impact
viewing these six dimensions provides
investing ventures. Providing measa clear view of the field’s achieveured evidence regarding the performents, as well as challenges.
mance of impact investments likely
The first dimension of impact encourages new investors to become
involved with impact investing. Howinvesting is the unlocking capital diever, modifications need to be made,
mension. In 2011, about 2,200 impact
such as a broadening of measurement
investments were created with a net
worth of $4.4 billion (Rockefeller Foun- tools.
dation, 2012). Although this is a huge
The next dimension has to do
step in the right direction, there are
with creating and enabling the envistill challenges that need to be met
ronment of impact investing. The govwhen it comes to unlocking capital.
ernment plays various important roles
One challenge is obtaining a distinct
when it comes to impact investing. For
understanding of what the investor
example, the government can promote
wants, while another challenge is to
impact investing through providing
coordinate capital with demand.
appropriate guidelines and taxation.
However, there are still challenges,
Continuing with capital, the
next dimension is the aspect of placing such as the need for high government
and managing capital. Though placing to make sure organizations work together instead of working against each
capital has seen some constant proother.
gress in terms of global development

According to The Rockefeller
Foundation, when you look at impact
investing in a supply and demand perspective, most of the suppliers are
coming from the global north, with the
majority of investors coming from the
United States. The areas in most demand are in the global south. However, in order to expand impact investing, it is important to look at social and
environmental problems that exist in
other parts of the world also, including
even the powerful global north (The
Rockefeller Foundation 2012). Other
areas are in need of change in order for
impact investing to further its success.
As of right now, there is a lack of
“investment-ready projects.” For example, more projects need to be created that provide affordable goods and
services to low-income communities
unreached by existing commercial
businesses (Bugg-Levine & Emerson,
2011). Projects that organize supply
chains which allow poor individuals to of intermediaries; it has been found to
be much more challenging to place
benefit from trade, as well as projects
and manage capital than to raise capithat offer support for the delivery of

The last dimension of the impact investment industry is building
leadership. In recent years, the amount
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of impact investing organizations has
grown substantially, and these organizations have become key performers in
the advancement of impact investing.
In order to continue this growth, existing leaders need to create a pathway
for new individuals entering impact
investment, in order for them to be
successful as well. Thus far, impact
investment leadership has mainly been
from those in the field who are charismatic, but who have fairly limited
agendas. However, for impact investment to continue its steady growth,
leaders will need to use more of a collaborative approach to utilize more
skills than charisma a lone (Rodin &
Brandenburg, 2011). It is crucial for
there to be a more diverse set of leaders in this field, so that different agendas and impact goals will be represented (Rockefeller Foundation, 2012)

low-income emerging areas have a
large market potential due to their
size, increasing purchasing power, and
the demand they represent. As infrastructures are built, organized businesses will be able to have more success, leading to more opportunities
(United Nations Global Compact, the
Rockefeller Foundation, 2012). According to the United Nations Global
Compact and The Rockefeller foundation, this will create “sizable long-term
opportunities, strategic value, and
better business environments” (2012).

Strategy: The strategy is what
the investor, corporation, or policymaker is going to do to achieve their
rational, otherwise known as the goal.
This is the point where they must
come up with various strategies in order to find which strategy will best fit
their goal. Along with these different
strategies are different opportunities
Framework for Action
and challenges that must be carefully
The United Nations Global
evaluated. The timing and size of its
Compact and The Rockefeller Founda- intended engagement must also be
tion worked together to create the
determined. The stakeholder can go
“Framework for Action” to promote
with a more aggressive strategy in
interest in investors, corporations and which their goal is to invest early in
policy makers, and to entice them to
hopes of greater gains. The second
explore social impact investing. The
strategy that the stakeholder can use is
focus of the Framework for Action is
a more passive one, in which they
primarily to provide services to those
would make small investments over a
who are in poverty-stricken locations, long period of time (United Nations
create a positive impact in povertyGlobal Compact, the Rockefeller Founstricken locations, and place focus on
dation 2012).
developing and emerging areas. There
Approach: The approach is the
are three specific steps that the Framelast step in the framework; this is the
work for Action outlines: prioritizing
“how.” Meaning, the investor, corpothe rational, defining a strategy, and
ration, or policymaker must decide
choosing an approach. This Framework was made to explain how to ap- what approach to use in order to reach
proach social impact investing. (United their goal. This is the stage when the
Nations Global Compact, & The Rock- goal of impact investment is intended
to be achieved (United Nations Global
efeller Foundation 2012).
Compact, the Rockefeller Foundation
Rational: The rational is the
2012).
goal of the framework; it is the goal
that the investor, corporation, or poli- Opportunities and Directions
cymaker wants to accomplish. Today,

Impact investment has been
described as moving from an
“uncoordinated innovation” phase
into a “marketplace-building” phase.
Impact investing has transformed from
an era of trying to organize and establish its “initial infrastructure,” to an
era where the primary focus is on
putting their plans into full effect,
known as an “implementation era.”
However, many leaders believe impact
investing also needs more acceleration
and execution in order to reach its full
success (The Rockefeller Foundation,
2012).
The Rockefeller Foundation
performed an interview regarding impact investments with over 100 impact
investing leaders from 11 countries. As
a result of these interviews, the Rockefeller Foundation compiled a list of
recommendations for impact investing. These recommendations are in an
effort to assist impacting investment in
reaching an acceleration and execution
era (The Rockefeller Foundation, 2012).
The first recommendation is regarding
unlocking more capital. In order to
accomplish this, it is important to
make the business stronger for bigger
institutional investors in both public
and private areas. For unlocking more
capital, it is also recommended to place
an emphasis on education and research in order to branch out from individual portfolios to multi-investment
portfolios, so that investors can be
attracted to the idea of holding both
impact-first and financial-first investments. Finally, encouraging foundations to continue to make both
“strategic and cultural shift” changes
that are devoted to their companies’
mission is another strategy for unlocking more capital.
The next set of recommendations discusses placing and managing
more capital. It is first recommended
to create new, and strengthen old, in-
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termediaries that will make investments in under-developed markets
easier. Furthermore, it is suggested to
widen the variety of products that address a large number of investors,
make products available in order for
easy distribution, and offer proof of
“comparable product performance.”It
is also important to generate new options that can produce comparable returns, in both financial and impact dimensions.
The interviews then progressed to recommendations regarding
how to strengthen the demand for capital. One strategy for strengthening
demand for capital is to “co-sponsor
new research on emerging, hybrid,
scalable enterprise models” in povertystricken and new power economies.
Also, it is recommended to find more
money productive approaches to
better the management capacity of social entrepreneurs.

the supply of capital, policies that direct capital, and policy’s that enhance
demand. It is also recommended to
create an easy way for other governments to communicate their experiences with other impact investing supporting governments. In order to further improve the enabling environment, it is recommended to develop
“publicly funded safety nets,” which
will display what can happen when an
impact investment is not executed
well.

Finally, the last set of recommendations is focused on renewing
and broadening industry leadership.
In order to enhance leadership in the
impact investment field, it is recommended to organize multiyear grant
funds. This would further the growth
of the public goods framework that is
necessary for an adequate ecosystem,
along with applying practical results,
expectations, and timelines. Partnering
up with educational institutions and
It is also important to assess
creating professional development/
impact more effectively. In fact, J.P.
graduate programs for existing fund
Morgan and GIIN conducted a survey managers, new entrants, and entrepreof impact investors and found the larg- neurs who have interest in the impact
est barrier to growth in the impact in- investment opportunities is another
vestment fields was a lack of data on
strategy for broadening industry leadprior performance (Rodin & Branden- ership. Furthermore, there is a need for
burg, 2014). Making more data availa- curriculum development, interschool
ble on the successes of impact investcollaboration, role modeling and
ing will persuade more investors to
meaningful mentors in order to best
become involved in the field. Further- prepare the next set of leaders (Rodin
more, the flaws revealed by collected
& Brandenburg, 2011).
data would help to shed light on the
areas of impact investment that need
Case Studies
improvement
DBL Investors
The experts also discussed
DBL Investors, a founding netstrategies for improving the enabling
work
member
of the Global Impact
environment. To do so, it is recomInvestor Network (GIIN), is a top tier
mended to advance the production
and application of feasible knowledge venture capital firm that is based in
San Francisco, California. Created in
devices, which include research and
2008, DBL has 25 portfolio companies.
tools, directed toward governments
Their main goal is for all of its portfolio
that are involved in social impact incompanies is to create a double bottom
vesting, through the advancement of

line approach. Their first bottom line
refers to achieving the goal of obtaining top tier venture capital returns,
while the second bottom line indicates
the improvement of social, environmental, and economic conditions.
Rational: DBL Investors create
a double bottom line approach by improving the local tax base and surrounding environment and condition.
It primarily targets low and moderate
income areas, which traditionally have
poor investment capital.
Strategy: In order to best
achieve their goal, DBL investors team
up with companies who focus on clean
technology, health care, information
technology, and sustainable products
and services. DBL investors also encourage their portfolio companies to
plant themselves in low-income communities.
Approach: DBL investors
work together with their portfolio
companies to ensure that as a whole,
they can achieve their double bottom
line approach. To achieve that goal,
they work with each company separately in order to find what practices
work best for them. Some examples of
double bottom line practices include:
better educating their employees so
that they can help them move up on
the financial ladder, employing people
in their local communities, and traveling to local schools to educate and
guide young students.
Impact: As of December 2012,
DBL investors’ portfolio companies
have created over 6,000 decent-paying
jobs with health-care benefits and retirement plans. A “green corridor” has
been created along a major highway in
California. A green corridor is a pathway, for example a bike trail, that connects to other areas. This effort has created a healthier, more environmentfriendly, and safer mode of transporta-
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tion. Many of its portfolio companies
have made an impact on low-income
communities, such as Revolution foods
which provide nutritious foods to
schools. In 2011, DBL Investors closed
with over $200 million in funds which
resulted in top quartile financial returns.

Approach: In order to reach
various demands, Sinen En-tech makes
its equipment with cross-platform ability, so that the equipment can be adjusted to various areas and industries.

Impact: By operating 24 hours
a day, 350 days a year, Sinen En-tech
equipment saves about 840 thousand
tons of water and 8 thousand tons of
Sinen En-tech
coal. After adopting Sinen En-tech’s
Sinen En-tech is the leading
steam treatment technology, Sinopec
company in technology fields of high
Tianjin Branch Company has saved
temperature condensed water recovapproximately 3 million tons of water
ery. Its service is widely used in areas and lessened carbon dioxide emissions
of oil refinery, petrochemical, steel,
by 78,600 tons since November 2004.
metallurgical, electricity, coal, pharma- Sinen En-tech helped its clients to save
ceuticals, textiles, and fertilizer indus- up to 25 million tons of water, as well
tries. Its technology has led to great
as 252 thousand tons of coal. The fiimprovement in water saving and the nancial return is also significant as
reduction of CO2 emission.
Sinen’s system pays for itself within 7
to 9 months and will create annual
Rationale: China is currently
savings of more than one million dolsuffering its worst drought in sixty
lars per year.
years. One main reason for this is the
increasing demand from industry.
Avantage Ventures Impact Fund
However, the country has only used
one-fourth of the global average
Avantage Ventures Impact
amount of water per capita. In the par- Fund is a social investment and adviticular fields of high-temperature con- sor company that is based in Asia.
densed water recovery, previous tech- Their main headquarters is located in
nologies lack effective methods of pre- the Cayman Islands, along with offices
venting steamed water from being
in Hong Kong and Beijing. Avantage
contaminated from metal and organic Ventures Impact Fund or AV Impact
contaminants which lead to large
Fund, strongly believes that
amounts of wastewater. Therefore, the healthcare, education, clean energy,
demand of energy efficient technology rural development, and disenfranchised communities are the top five
is high.
key development sectors that are in
Strategy: Sinen En-tech’s inno- most need.
vative procedure of treating used
steam saves the steps of cooling and
Rationale: Avantage Venture
heating before and after the purificaImpact Fund devotes its resources to
tion, thus directly dealing with steam
key development sectors in China and
of high temperature, which reduces
other countries in South East Asia.
energy costs and creates steam that is
They look for areas that are in dire
ready for reuse. This product has adneed of critical products and services.
vantages of energy cost reduction,
Strategy: In order to reach
high security, waste residue preventheir goal, AV Impact Fund partners
tion over other competitors and has
up with high potential entrepreneurs.
cost advantages over others.
These are entrepreneurs who are

equally devoted to focusing on speaking up about areas that are in need of
both social and environmental help by
using innovative business models.
AVIF also strives to deliver returns
that embrace both sustainability and
risk reduction.
Approach: AV Impact Fund
exposes their investors to investment
opportunities early on. They also provide capital and management support.
To fully fulfill their goal, they use a
five step strategy when looking for and
nurturing investees. In their first step,
they look for organizations that have
social impact goals, and organizations
that are socially responsible. Their second step is to search for a “triple
bottom line enterprise,” meaning that
the organization is socially, environmentally and financially viable. Their
third step is to actually invest in companies that they feel will have a positive social impact. Their fourth step is
to provide advice to their investees by
combining “public sector commercial
methods” with “private sector commercial principles.” Their last step is to
promote the flow of capital into social
enterprises.
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